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1.1 Backdrop and Purpose
Point machines are important devices that create train routes by switching turnouts. As shown in Fig. 1, they fix tongue 
rails to either the right or left stock rail and lock the tongue rails to prevent improper movement.

A failure where a turnout cannot be switched (hereinafter,“switching failure”) directly leads to transport disorder. Thus, 
such failures should be prevented before occurrence by correct maintenance or, if they do occur, operation should be 
restored as early as possible.

Today, mainly motor point machines are used to switch turnouts. Such point machines are devices that are controlled 
with electric signals and transmit motor power to tongue rails to switch a turnout.  In cases where a turnout cannot be 
switched, we see a tendency for the motor torque to vary from that in its normal condition. For example, when resistance 
increases due to a problem with the turnout, motor torque tends to be larger. 

In this study, we examined various types of logic, including statistic numerical analysis (machine learning), using 
monitoring data of point machines and produced an analysis device.  Aiming to improve the analysis accuracy of the 
device with an eye to putting it into practical use, we carried out field tests of the device with an actual point machine on 
a commercial line and verified effectiveness of the device in preventing switching failure.

1.2 Overview of the ESII-Type Point Machine
The ESII-type point machine (Fig. 2) is a point machine for next-generation turnouts.  Amongst other features, it adopts 
a servomotor to stabilize operation control as well as a gear control mechanism and status output using relay contacts, the 
latter two being advantages of 
the widely used NS-type point 
machine.  The ESII-type point 
machine also has a function of 
monitoring switching operation 
where data such as torque and 
stroke is automatically recorded 
at switching.
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2. Overview of Analysis Methods for Detecting Abnormalities

First we investigated the possibility of detecting abnormalities before switching failure occurs by analyzing monitoring 
data of the ESII-type point machine.  Here we give overviews of the individual methods: analysis of torque change and 
estimation of density ratio.

2.1 Detecting Abnormalities by Analysis of Torque Change
2.1.1 Monitoring of Torque Peak Value
Fig. 3 shows the relationship between switching time and torque value of the ESII-type point machine.  The torque value 
is a value calculated from electrical current, and 100% means operation with the rated current.  In monitoring of the peak 
torque value, the peak torque value in switching time is compared with a preset threshold, and values over that threshold 
are judged to indicate abnormalities.

2.1.2 Monitoring of Change from Average Torque Value
To find the amount of change, torque data to be tested is compared with the average torque value during switching time 
of past switching.  As in monitoring of the peak torque value, a threshold value is specified in advance.  The amount of 
change is compared with that threshold, and values over that threshold are judged to indicate abnormalities (Fig. 4).

2.2 Detection of Abnormalities by Density Ratio Estimation
Density ratio estimation is a method to determine whether the data to be tested includes abnormalities by calculating the 
ratio of the probability density distribution of normality data to that of data to be tested.  As seen in Fig. 5, by figuring 
out the ratio of probability density distribution of the normality data to data to be tested, the density ratio greatly deviates 
from 1 in the distribution range of data to be tested, clearly proving abnormality.  Thus, density ratio is directly calculated 
from the learning data prepared in advance.  When the calculated density ratio is over the preset threshold, the condition 
is judged to be normal, and when under the threshold, it is judged to be abnormal.
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3. Conducting Field Tests

We produced prototypes of the analysis device with the logic of the aforementioned analysis methods imported and carried 
out field tests on commercial lines.  Fig. 6 shows the configuration of the prototype system.  We modified a monitoring 
device already set in an equipment room to be 
an analyzing device to transmit abnormality 
result detection information to a monitoring 
device in the maintenance depot office for 
monitoring.  When the analysis logic judges 
the data to be abnormal, the device displays a 
warning indicating “sign of failure”.

3.1 Results of Field Tests
We conducted analysis of 39 point machines in actual operation for more than a year.  The analysis results showed that 
the analysis devices with the analysis logic imported worked properly without defect or abnormal analysis.  The analysis 
devices judged some switching operations to be signs of failure even though no switching failure actually occurred.  The 
results of analyzing the situation of those signs occurring indicated that the difference in condition of turnouts where the 
point machine is installed led to the difference in analysis results.  It is thus important to carefully check actual torque 
waveform to take proper measures.  We cover details of judgment of signs of failure in the next paragraph.

3.2 Examples of Signs of Failure
Table 1 shows the results of field tests.  
There are some cases where switching data 
analysis logic judges to be a sign of failure 
what would be normal in human judgment.  
And taking into account operation in actual 
use, we decided to make analysis devices 
output as signs of failure data that the logics 
for analysis of switching torque change and estimation of density ratio covered in chapter 2 simultaneously judge to 
be abnormal.  This is because distinctive waveforms the two different analysis logics both judge as abnormal can be 
considered to a higher level of abnormality.

3.2.1 Point Machine X in Station A
Fig. 7 shows ordinary torque waveform and Fig. 8 shows waveform of point machine X in Station A.  As load torque 
during switching is generally large in Station A due to large cant of turnouts there, the number of detections of signs 
of failure is slightly larger than that number in other stations.  With point machine X in particular, a switching failure 
actually occurred three years ago and a sign of failure was detected nine times during the field test, so we have been in 
close communication with the track maintenance depot office and carried out regular inspection of that point machine 
in the presence of persons from that office and the Technical Center.
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Fig. 7  Ordinary Torque Waveform

Fig. 6  System Configuration

Fig. 8  Torque Waveform of Point Machine X

Test period 466 days (December 2015 - March 2017)
Number of stations 5

Number of point machines 39
Number of instances of switching approx. 430,000

Number of times signs of failure occurred 64
Probability of occurrence of signs of failure 0.015%

Table 1  Field Test Analysis Results
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3.2.2 Point Machine Y in Station B
Fig. 9 shows the torque waveform of point machine Y in Station B.  In contrast with the turnouts in Station A, no cant 
is made for the turnout with point machine Y in Station B.  However, a sharp peak is found with the torque waveform 
during switching of point machine Y as found with point machine X in Station A.  Checking the site, we found scratches 
that were probably caused by contact between a switch adjuster, an attachment of a point machine, and a sleeper.  As that 
contact seemed to increase the torque, we grinded the sleeper and are continuing monitoring.

3.3 Consideration
Field tests of the analysis device have enabled detailed analysis of condition of individual point machines.  When a sign 
of failure occurs, we can infer the condition of on-site devices from torque waveform and other information, and on-
site checking based on that inference also deepened our understanding of the relationship between actual condition and 
torque waveform.  Some temporary signs of failure, however, were detected despite that fact that there were no problems 
with turnouts and point machines.  We will keep working to improve practical performance to control such temporary 
signs by data verification and other measures.  Increasing sophistication of methods of failure sign detection by means 
such as parameter setting individuality for each point machine and period of learning data will be effective for that.

4. Conclusion

In order to detect signs of abnormalities including switching failure by utilizing the monitoring function of the ESII-
type point machine, we investigated analysis methods based on data obtained from actual point machines and verified 
feasibility.  The field tests produced for the most part good results with individual analysis methods; we thus put the 
analysis device into practical use in five pilot stations at the beginning of fiscal 2017.  With overall deployment in stations 
with ESII-type point machines in this fiscal year, we are planning to expand actual introduction of the device.

In the long field tests for more than a year, we were able to accumulate information of different cases and build a 
judgment logic on a practical level.  However, local conditions of individual point machines vary by external factors and 
are affected by temporal change factors such as weather, so we will take those factors into account to make the judgment 
logic more accurate through practical use.  With an aim of the analysis device being effectively used as the data for 
decision-making in maintenance, we will continue work on this research project.

There is the same demand for point machines other than the ESII-type as well.  We are also planning to start detecting 
signs of switching failure of point machines other than the ESII type by investigating similar monitoring functions based 
on the results of this development.
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Fig. 9  Torque Waveform of Point Machine Y

Fig. 10  Scratch by Contact of Accessory and Sleeper
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